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1 Introduction
Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world are 

at danger of consuming contaminated food (Barboza  et  al., 
2021; Ngafwan et al., 2021; Zhao & Talha, 2021). Every year, 
millions of people fall ill and hundreds of thousands die as 
a result of consuming tainted food. As a result, healthy diet 
saves lives. Individual and societal health benefits from safe 
food. Food safety supports economic growth in areas where it 
is practiced and improved (Koszewska & Kuzak, 2021). Sound 
research and just law enforcement are required for a safe food 
supply. With technological advancements, new rules must be 
implemented to ensure a continuous supply of safe and healthy 
food items for people’s health and welfare. Food safety should 
be considered from the outset when developing solutions for 
sustainability and food security. Food security instruments and 
initiatives must be compatible with food safety, public health, 
and long-term sustainability. If effective food safety policy and 
risk communication are to be established and executed, it is 
critical to first understand consumer responses to diverse food 
safety problems (Hossen et al., 2020).

This paper provides a summary of consumer perceptions of 
food safety, as well as the importance of consumer risk psychology 
in influencing risk-related behaviors and risk communication 
best practices. Numerous empirical studies of food safety in 
the eyes of the public have concentrated on food technology, 
food-related hazards, and perceived risk connected with food. 
Furthermore, public confidence in the various organizations 
and celebrities responsible for ensuring food safety, as well as 
trust in the information supplied by various information sources 
that communicate concerning food-related hazards, is seen 
as critical for public confidence in food safety and consumer 
appraisal of the effectiveness of food risk management methods. 
As food chains become more global, it’s more important than 
ever to comprehend cross-cultural variations in consumer risk 
perceptions and food trust, as well as how they affect consumer 
conduct. Consumers’ judgements on the approval of certain 
foods and production technologies are abundantly clear to be 
founded on a complex interplay of risk and benefit perceptions 
linked with certain food options.
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In Japan, due to the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Station in 2011, radioactivity was detected in agricultural 
products in Fukushima Prefecture and the Kanto region, and 
shipments were restricted until the amount of radioactivity was 
not a health problem (Morino et al., 2011; Tsujikawa et al., 2016). 
Even after the shipping restrictions were lifted, people became 
anxious about the agricultural products produced in these areas 
and refrained from buying once the radioactivity was detected. 
Such economic damage that accompanies disaster information 
and environmental information is called reputational damage 
(Nakayama et al., 2019; Niwa, 2012; Tajima et al., 2016). When 
reputational damage occurs, it is not necessarily caused by 
reputation, but reports and facts about triggering incidents and 
disasters precede, reducing the risk of disasters that actually 
occur. The evasive action taken by many to attempt has caused 
the problem of resulting economic damage.

Rumor damage is not a problem peculiar to Japan. For example, 
in the case of enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli infection that 
occurred mainly in northern Germany in May 2011, after the 
Hamburg city authorities announced that the source of infection 
was cucumber from Spain, it was announced cucumber was not 
the cause thereafter (Bruckner & Checchi, 2011). As a result, 
the Spanish side indicated its intention to claim damages. Since 
the magnitude of such economic damage can lead to problems 
between nations, elucidation of the mechanism of occurrence 
is an urgent issue. Rumors are a process in which speculation is 
circulated and shared among people in response to news reports 
about incidents and disasters.

When the above cases are put together, it is suggested 
that the content that is sometimes rumored in people’s daily 
conversations about a certain incident causes reputational damage. 
What is important here is that even if the rumor is uncertain 
as to whether it is true or false, if the person who obtained the 
information feels uneasy, people will take risk-avoidance actions, 
and financial damage may result. In other words, when a candidate 
gets information, it may lead to risk aversion if the information 
makes her feel anxious, even though it depends on the source of 
the information and the method of obtaining the information. 
In fact, it has become clear that when information related to 
food safety is acquired, the negative emotions and feelings of 
insecurity that it feels suppress purchasing intentions (Chandra 
& Pal, 2019; Larson, 2020; Poddar et al., 2018).

Furthermore, if an individual obtains information on food 
safety, the anxiety won’t spread if he/she does not share the 
topic. The unfavorable situation of increasing the number of 
people being aggravated should be suppressed. From such an 
angle, it may be possible to suppress the decline in purchasing 
intentions that occur by the risk aversion behavior caused by 
anxiety. However, even with uncertain risk information, people 
talk about such information in everyday conversation (Czarnecki, 
2020; Detwiler, 2020; Newell, 2018). What must be considered 
here is the reason why this kind of information is taken up as a 
topic in conversation. Therefore, in this research, we examine 
what role the information related to food safety is taken up in 
people’s daily conversations and consider the influence of the 
source of information (Ji, 2018).

1.1 Rumor content attributes and features

The content attributes of rumors have five aspects: 
“interesting,” “arousing anxiety,” “certainty,” “importance,” 
and “plausibility.” It was shown that there are four functions, 
“entertainment function”, “information providing function”, 
“information gathering function”, and “conversation function”. 
Regarding the content attributes of rumors, the highly evaluated 
aspects differ depending on the type of rumor (Cai et al., 2014; 
Song et al., 2021). Now, we would like to consider what aspects 
of the content attributes and functions of rumors are evaluated 
higher than other aspects of the information related to food 
safety handled in this study. By doing so, we believe that it will 
be possible to clarify the reason why information related to food 
safety is talked about in people’s conversations.

Rumors of non-everyday anxiety are defined as “rumors of 
disturbing content such as incidents, accidents, and dangerous 
places.” The rumor of non-everyday anxiety has the characteristics 
of low “fun,” high “unsubstantiated,” and high “importance” in 
terms of content attributes (Inako, 2019). In terms of functions, it 
has the characteristics of high “information provision function” 
and low “entertainment function,” and “conversation function.” 
From this point of view, as for information related to food safety, 
“fun” and “anxiety arousal” and “importance” will be highly 
evaluated, and “information providing function” is high in terms 
of function, and “entertainment function” and “conversation 
function” will be highly evaluated. In addition, considering 
that information is exchanged between two or more people, it 
is considered that there is no difference between “information 
providing function” and “information gathering function” 
because the conversation can be a place to provide information 
and collect information at the same time. Therefore, in this study, 
it is presumed that the “information providing function” and the 
“information collecting function” are similarly highly evaluated 
(Bordia & DiFonzo, 2004; Denef et al., 2013).

Information related to food safety is closely related to 
the daily lives of people, so it can be a common topic among 
people of different genders and ages, but it is also a problem 
related to health risks. Considering this point, when comparing 
“entertainment function,” which is a function that makes the 
conversation interesting, and “conversation function,” which is 
a function that becomes a topic in conversation, it will not be 
evaluated in the same way, and “conversation function” will be 
evaluated higher than “entertainment function.”

1.2 Effects of information acquisition

Evaluation of information content attributes and conversational 
functions may be affected by the form of information acquisition. 
To examine this point, in this study, we will take three forms 
of information acquisition: conversations with close friends, 
Tweets on Twitter by unknown persons, and news. Twitter is 
a kind of social media that can post short sentences of up to 
140 characters and send them to an unspecified number of others 
(Fu & Sun, 2021). The information that is sent is called a Tweet. 
Since the user uses an arbitrary account name, the user cannot 
be identified from the Tweet. Users can register an account of 
their interest and receive information that flows from it. This is 
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called “follow.” It is also possible to stream information from the 
account that the user follows to the person who follows him or 
her, that is, to his or her followers. Due to this nature, the greater 
the number of followers that enter between the originator of the 
information and the recipient of the information, the higher the 
probability that the originator of the information and the recipient 
of the information is mutually ignorant (Rybczyk et al., 2020; 
Sverguzova et al., 2021). For this reason, some of the information 
on Twitter, not only can the caller not be identified, but also the 
truth of the information cannot be confirmed.

Considering the above characteristics of Twitter, if the 
source of information is an unknown person and the means of 
receiving information is Twitter, it is likely that the reliability of 
the information is low and recognized depending on the source 
of information. Furthermore, since people do not confirm the 
authenticity of the information they receive on Twitter, they 
send the information to others; it can be said that there are 
certain questions about the authenticity and reliability of the 
information (Gao et al., 2020).

One of the characteristics of Twitter is that it is fast in 
transmitting the information. Companies, etc. sometimes use this 
feature, and some private railway companies in the Kanto region, 
for example, are working on streaming train delay information 
via Twitter from their official Twitter accounts. This kind of 
rapid response is sometimes used by people, especially in times 
of disaster. For example, when the Great East Japan Earthquake 
occurred, Twitter actively exchanged information on traffic 
information, evacuation information, support for goods, etc. prior 
to news reports by the press and the government immediately 
after the earthquake, and a large amount of information flowed 
in a short period of time. However, some of the information 
transmitted by civilians contained false information, which 
confused the situation.

From these points, it is possible that people believe that 
information circulated by private individuals on Twitter is not 
useful because it is high in breaking news but because it is low 
in reliability depending on the source of information. At the 
same time, it may be a clue to know information that is being 
talked about outside of one’s known network, and it may have 
the effect of enlivening conversations with others and creating 
a topic. However, when thinking about information related to 
food safety handled in this study, where the information itself 
causes people to be anxious, anxious due to the unknown origin 
of the information originator overlaps, and anxiety may be 
greater than when receiving the same information from news 
reports, announcements by public institutions, or conversations 
with known people, it is also undeniable (Andrews et al., 2016). 
Therefore, it is important to understand the characteristics of 
evaluation of information when information related to food 
safety is received in the form of information transmitted by 
unknown persons through Twitter in order to consider the 
damage to food reputation.

Compared to Twitter, the news is reported that the reliability 
of information can be guaranteed due to its high public nature, 
so the reliability as a source of information is recognized higher 
than that of social media, including Twitter. In addition, since the 
report is based on interviews, it is likely that “certainty,” which is 

the certainty of information, will be highly recognized. And in 
the case of close friends, if uncertain information is provided to 
the other party, it may damage the other party’s trust and worsen 
the relationship. If we look at it differently, we can expect that the 
other party will not be able to provide uncertain information. 
On the other hand, Twitter posts made by unknown persons 
have doubts about their credibility, and it is not known what kind 
of person the informant he directly contacted is. In addition, it 
is difficult to directly verify the authenticity of the information 
from the other party, and even if the information is leaked as 
a prank, it is difficult to directly verify the information from 
the information transmitting party. This is different from the 
case of acquiring information from news and close friends. 
Considering these points, it is assumed that “certainty” and 
“plausibility” are less likely to be recognized when Twitter is a 
source of information than when it is news or information from 
a close friend (Arif et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2021).

Among the three sources of information that will be discussed 
in this study, we would like to think from the viewpoint of 
the difference between receiving information from unknown 
people through Twitter and the other two types of information 
acquisition: news and conversations with close friends. 
When information related to food safety becomes a topic in a 
conversation, “certainty” and “plausibility” would be lower than 
when information was obtained from news or conversation 
with a close friend if the information was received through a 
post by an unknown person via Twitter. As mentioned above, 
Twitter has different characteristics as a source of information 
from news and close friends. It is difficult to directly verify the 
authenticity of the source of information, which may be one 
reason that makes it less reliable as a source of information. 
For these reasons, news and close friends are relatively more 
reliable than Twitter, and because of this, there is also the 
possibility of even more anxiety. In the case of information 
related to food safety handled in this study, anxiety is more 
likely to heighten because it is information obtained from such 
reliable sources, and as a result, when these sources are sources, 
they are recognized as interesting information or difficult to be 
recognized as information that excites conversation, even though 
they may be talked about in conversation with others for the 
purpose of information exchange. There is a possibility to be. 
Reflecting these points, if the information is obtained from news 
or close friends, the evaluation of “entertainment function” and 
“conversation function” for that information will be relatively lower 
than that of Twitter, and the “information-gathering function” 
and “information providing function” will be relatively higher. 
In other words, if Twitter is a source of information, it will have 
lower “information collection “and “information provision” and 
higher “entertainment” and “conversation” than other sources.

1.3 Hypothesis of this study

In this study, we set up a fictitious scene in which the 
information “radioactivity was detected in milk” was obtained, 
and we examine whether there are 1) differences in evaluation 
of content attributes and 2) differences in the function of the 
information in conversation with others. Specifically, based on 
the discussion so far, the following hypotheses will be examined.
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 Hypothesis 1a: Regardless of the form of information 
acquisition, “importance” and “anxiety arousal” are higher 
than other attributes about the content attribute of the 
rumor

 Hypothesis 1b: “Certainty” is lower than other forms of 
information acquisition when the information acquisition 
form is a post to Twitter by an unknown person

 Hypothesis 2a: Regardless of the form of information 
acquisition, the function of the rumor is higher than the 
other functions of “information provision function” and” 
information collection function,” followed by “conversation 
function” and “entertainment function.”

 Hypothesis 2b: Among the features of rumors, “information 
gathering function” and “information providing function” 
are lower than those of other information acquisition 
forms when the information acquisition form is posted 
to Twitter by an unknown person.

 Hypothesis 2c: Among the features of rumors, “conversation 
function” and “entertainment function” were higher in 
the case of posts on Twitter by unknown persons than in 
other information acquisition forms.

In addition to examining the above hypotheses, in this 
study, we will explore what aspects of the content attributes and 
functions of rumors that information on food safety itself has 
in each form of information acquisition reduces the willingness 
to purchase.

2 Material and methods
Foodborne illness is a global problem. The young, aged, and 

ill are most susceptible. If food sources are insecure, people eat 
less nutritious diets and consume more hazardous foods, which 
offer health concerns due to chemical, microbiological, and other 
dangers. This results in greater healthcare expenditures and a 
drain on national income. Food safety in the twenty-first century 
should go beyond enhancing nutritional profiles, ingredient 
transparency, and harmful food restrictions to include frequent 
monitoring, surveillance, and enforcement of food items in the 
interest of public health and the prevention of foodborne diseases.

In 2014/9, an Internet research company, Macromill, was 
commissioned to conduct a web survey. All of the respondents 
are registered users of the company’s research Monitor 
(Kobayashi et al., 2017).

2.1 Respondents

This study obtained responses from 312 women in their 
20s to 40s (Mage=34.38, SD=8.27), following a previous study 
dealing with food reputational damage. Respondents were 
randomly assigned so that the number of people who responded 
to each condition was equal in each age to any of the conditions 
of conversation with a close friend (102), posting on Twitter 
by an unknown person (104), and looking at the news (106). 
However, in the case of posts on Twitter by unknown persons, 
respondents were limited to those who have used Twitter. This 

is to prevent bias caused by responding without knowing what 
Twitter is like when responding.

2.2 Food risk information handled in this study

In this study, the information that “radioactivity was 
detected in a production area of milk” was used as a subject 
in a fictitious scene. Since the existence of incidents and news 
reports is a prerequisite for research on reputational damage, it is 
necessary to select materials for which actual cases exist. In this 
regard, in 2011/4, the shipment was temporarily stopped due 
to the detection of radioactive substances in milk produced in 
Ibaraki Prefecture, and the shipment started again after safety 
was confirmed, and there is a case where the transaction was 
stopped one after another. However, in carrying out the web 
survey, considering that the survey could not be carried out 
without fictitious scenes due to the ethical rules on the side of the 
survey company and that respondents needed to be recognized 
as risk information regardless of the place of residence of the 
respondent, it was decided to “production area of milk drinking 
in Pu-dan.”

2.3 Rating scale for the content attribute of a rumor

The content attribute scale of a rumor is a measure to evaluate 
the content of a rumor. After the sentence “Please answer while 
imagining yourself in the next scene,” the respondents read the 
teaching sentence of each assigned condition. For example, in 
the case of a close friend condition, “You heard a close friend 
talking one day, “radioactivity was detected from milk in the 
production area of the milk you normally drink.” Also, in the 
case of a Twitter post by an unknown person and in case of a 
news condition. He then asked, “To what extent do the following 
things apply to your own thoughts about this story?” Based 
on the teachings of “What is interesting” (5 items), “arousal of 
anxiety” (5 items), “certainty” (5 items), “importance” (5 items), 
and “plausibility” (5 items), the respondents evaluated the extent 
to which the rumor applies to 5 aspects of the rumor in 5 stages: 
1 does not apply at all and five applies. The word “rumor” is 
changed to “story” in this study in the original scale.

2.4 Rating scale for the function of a rumor

The function scale of rumors is a measure to evaluate the 
function of rumors. We measure what it means to talk about 
that rumor with others. It consists of 4 aspects: “Entertainment 
function” (5 items) “information providing function” (5 items) 
“Information gathering function” (5 items) “conversation 
function” (6 items). The respondent said, “Please answer while 
imagining yourself in the next scene. After the sentence, each 
of them reads the teaching sentence of the assigned condition. 
For example, in the case of the best friend condition, “One day, 
you heard a close friend of yours saying, ‘Radioactivity has been 
detected from the milk in the milk production area you usually 
drink’ (Also, in the case of a Twitter post by an unknown person 
and in case of news condition. Then, “About this story, imagine 
that you talk to a close friend.” At that time, how much does 
the following apply to your own thoughts? We evaluated each 
item of the functional scale of the rumor in 5 stages: “1 does 
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not apply at all” and “5 applies.” The word “rumor “is changed 
to “story” in this study in the original scale.

2.5 Willingness to purchase foods that have been detected 
radioactivity

The degree to which this milk was intended to be purchased 
was evaluated in 5 stages: “1 does not apply at all” and “5 applies”.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Content attributes of the rumor

When factor analysis was carried out on the content attributes 
of rumors (generalized least squares method, Promax rotation), 
4-factor solutions were obtained for each information acquisition 
form (Adachi, 2015; Cureton & Mulaik, 1975; Hendrickson & 
White, 1964; Jöreskog, 2003), but some items constituting the 
factors differed for each information acquisition form. For each 
form of information acquisition, a coefficient of each subfactor 
is calculated, and a = 0.47-0.93. As a result of calculating the 
reliability factor, a factor is obtained. It was less than 70 because 
for close friend conditions, certainty (a = 0.55), fun (a = 0.69) 
and in the case of, Twitter conditions in the case of certainty 
(a = 0.47), Interesting in the case of news conditions (a = 
0.66), certainty (a = 0.64). However, for each condition of the 
information source, the items that increase the reliability factor 
are different when the item is deleted, and if the condition with 
a low-reliability factor is removed from the analysis, it becomes 
impossible to examine the hypothesis that is intended for this 
study, so in the analysis, we followed the previous studies. Factor 
analysis of variance revealed that the interaction was significant 
(F(8, 1236) = 5.72, p < 0.001), the main effect of the information 
acquisition form and the main effect of the content attribute of 
the rumor were both significant (information acquisition form 
F(2, 309) = 21.08, p < 0.001; rumor content attribute F(4, 1236) 
= 1007.52, p < 0.001) (Figure 1).

Then, the simple principal effect test of the information 
acquisition form and the multiple comparisons (Bonferroni) 
were carried out. As a result, the simple principal effect was 
non-significant in “fun”, but (F(2, 309) = 1.06, p = 0.349), all 
other content attributes were significant(anxiety arousal F(2, 

309) = 5.89, p = 0.003; plausibility F(2, 309) = 11.63, p < 0.001; 
Certainty F(2, 309) = 37.94, p < 0.001; Importance F(2, 309) = 
17.74, p < 0.001). For “anxiety arousal,” information acquisition 
was lower in the case of Twitter posts by unknown persons 
than in the case of conversations with close friends or news 
(Conversation with close friends p = .020; News p = .005).

As for “plausibility,” the news was higher in the form of 
a Twitter post by an unknown person than in the form of a 
conversation with a close friend (a Twitter post by an unknown 
person p=0.001; Conversation with a close friend p = 0.023). 
As for “certainty,” the information acquisition form of Twitter 
is lower than that of conversations and news with close friends 
(both p < 0.001), it was higher in the case of news than in the 
case of a conversation with a close friend (p < 0.001). As for 
“importance,” the information acquisition form was higher in 
the news than in the case of Twitter and close friends (both 
p < 0.001).

Then, multiple comparisons were carried out on the 
attribute content of the rumor for each information acquisition 
form. As a result, when the information acquisition form is a 
conversation with a close friend, “fun” is significantly lowest (all 
p < .001), the next significantly lower was the certainty (all p < 
0.001). Following is “plausibility,” the highest is “importance” 
and ” anxiety arousal ” (all p < 0.001); there was no significant 
difference between the two. From this result, Hypothesis 1a 
was supported.

In the case of posts on Twitter by an unknown person, 
“anxiety arousal” was the highest (plausibility p = .003; Fun p 
< .001; Certainty p < .001; Importance p = .001). On the other 
hand, the lowest significantly was “certainty” and “fun,” which 
were significantly lower than all other attributes (plausibility 
p < .001; Importance p < .001).”Plausibility” was lower than 
“importance” (p < .001). These results support Hypothesis 1b.

As with posts on Twitter, “fun” is significantly lower (all p < 
.001), the next significantly lower was “certainty” (all p < 0.001). 
The highest was “importance,” and there was no significant 
difference between “anxiety arousal” and “plausibility,” but it 
was higher than “plausibility” (p = 0.011). It should be noted. 
There was no significant difference between “anxiety arousal” 
and “plausibility.”

Figure 1. Evaluation of the attribute of the rumor for each information acquisition form.
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3.2 Features of the rumor

Factor analysis was also carried out on the function of rumor 
for each information acquisition form (generalized least squares 
method, Promax rotation). As a result, only the conversation 
condition with a close friend was a 4-factor solution, and the 
remaining 2-condition was a 3-factor solution. The 4-factor 
solution and the items constituting each subfactor were used. 
Then, the reliability factor of each subfactor was calculated for 
each information acquisition form and a = 0.76-0.90.

For the function of the rumor, the mean points were calculated 
for each subfactor and used for the analysis.2-factor analysis of 
variance revealed that the interaction was significant (F(6, 927) = 
5.19, p < 0.001), the main effect of the rumor function(F (3, 927) = 
365.25, p < .001), main effects of information acquisition form (F(2, 
309) = 5.19, p = 0.006) were both significant (Figure 2). The rumor 
function was then compared multiple times (Bonferroni). Suppose 
the information acquisition form is a conversation with a close friend. 
In that case, the entertainment function is lower than any other 
function (information-gathering function, information-gathering 
function, conversation function among all p < 0.001), the next low 
is the conversation function (p < between the information gathering 
function and the information providing function)0.001), there 
was no significant difference between the information providing 
function and the information collection function. Similar results 
were obtained for posts on Twitter by unknown individuals.

If the information acquisition form is news, the entertainment 
function is lower than any other function (information-gathering 
function, information-gathering function, conversation function 
among all p < 0.001), the next low is the conversation function (p 
< between the information gathering function and the information 
providing function)0.001), but the information providing function 
was higher than the information-gathering function (p < 0.001). 
From the above results, hypotheses 2a and 2b were supported.

3.3 Influence of the content attribute and function of 
the rumor on the willingness to purchase by each type of 
information acquisition

In order to examine the effect of the content attribute and 
function of the rumor on the willingness to purchase, multiple 

regression analysis was carried out using the content attribute 
and function of the rumor as an independent variable and the 
willingness to buy as a dependent variable 3) (Table 1). As a 
result, all variables related to the content attribute and function 
of the rumor had no significant effect on the willingness to 
purchase when the information acquisition form was a close 
friend. In the case of a post on Twitter by an unknown person, 
certainty had a negative effect on the willingness to purchase (b 
= –0.314, p < 0.01). If the information acquisition form is news, 
anxiety arousal (b = –0.494, p < 0.001), plausibility (b = –0.240, 
p < 0.05), certainty (b = –0.200, p < 0.05) had a negative impact 
on the willingness to purchase.

4 Conclusion
Food has become a key conduit for human exposure to 

pathogenic microbials responsible for foodborne disease as a 

Table 1. Influence of content attributes and functions of rumors on 
purchasing intentions by type of information acquisition.

Best friend Twitter News
Rumor function
Entertainment 
function

.163 –.002 .204

Information 
provision function
Information 
gathering function

.003 .234 .227

Conversation 
function

.034 –.027 –.173

The content of the 
rumor attribute
Anxiety arousal –.135 –.207 –.494
Plausible –.121 .072 –.240
Fun .061 .190 –.052
Certainty –.206 –.314 –.200
Importance –.094 –.182 .132
F value (9, 92) = 2.858 (9, 94) = 5.326 (9, 96) = 7.188
Adjusted coefficient 
of determination of 
degrees of freedom

0.142 0.274 0.347

Figure 2. Evaluation of the function of each type of information acquisition.
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result of the globalization of the world’s food commerce, with 
pathogenic microbials entering at several locations throughout 
the value chain. As a result, tracing and identifying microbials 
in foods, particularly pathogenic bacteria, back to their sources 
is difficult for food producers, processors, distributors, and 
consumers. Furthermore, physicians and epidemiologists are 
frequently confronted at the point of care with diagnostic and 
therapeutic ambiguity in patients with suspected foodborne 
infectious illnesses. As a result of the analysis, hypothesis 1a was 
supported that the content attributes of rumors, regardless of the 
form of information acquisition, are higher in “importance” and 
“anxiety arousal” than other attributes. Hypothesis 1b, which 
stated that if the form of information acquisition is a post on 
Twitter by an unknown person, the ‘certainty’ is lower than 
that of other forms of information acquisition, was supported 
as predicted. The hypothesis 2a, which states that regardless of 
the form of information acquisition, the function of the rumor 
is higher than the other functions of the information providing 
function and the information-gathering function, followed by 
the function of the conversation function and the function of the 
entertainment function, was supported. In addition, hypothesis 
2b was also supported, saying that the “Information gathering 
function” and “information providing function” are lower than 
that of other information acquisition forms when the information 
acquisition form of a rumor is posted to Twitter by an unknown 
person. However, hypothesis 2c, that among the functions of 
rumors,’ conversation function ‘ and ‘entertainment function’ are 
higher in the case of information acquisition by the unknown 
person posting to Twitter than in the case of other information 
acquisition, was not supported. Taking the above results together, 
it can be said that information that can lead to food reputational 
damage, regardless of the form of information acquisition, can 
be considered as important information that causes anxiety, and 
information that is taken up for information exchange, regardless 
of the form of information acquisition. However, given that the 
“conversation function” was less than 3% of the median for any 
type of information acquisition, it is considered that it is not a 
topic that promotes conversation with others. In addition, there 
was a difference in the reliability of information acquisition 
depending on the form of information acquisition, and it 
was considered that reliability was low, especially when it was 
acquired from a source with high anonymity. Therefore, it has 
been revealed that posts on Twitter by unknown people do not 
arouse anxiety as much as they do when they get information 
from public sources such as news.

A feature of Twitter posts by people whose information 
acquisition form is unknown is that all ratings on the content 
attribute scale of the rumor were less than 3 of the medians. 
Suppose the information acquisition form is a close friend or news. 
In that case, the information obtained by posting to Twitter by 
an unknown person is not useful for information exchange. It is 
not evaluated as a topic that promotes conversation, considering 
that the information acquisition form was three or more in the 
information provision function and information collection 
function only. However, even if there is a certain reservation in 
the reliability of the information, it is shown that the content 
itself is information that tends to arouse anxiety, regardless of 
the form of information acquisition, and it is shown that it was 

three or more of the theoretical medians. In this regard, when 
considering the negative impact that such information flows 
on Twitter on people’s purchasing psychology, it is not possible 
to reduce the willingness to purchase by sharing information 
obtained from Twitter through conversation with others, but it 
is limited to cases where you feel strong anxiety directly from 
the information flowing on Twitter, or when you feel anxiety 
about the situation in which such information is circulating. 
There is a possibility. There was a significant difference between 
the information acquisition mode for news and the conversation 
mode for close friends. Given that this is important information 
from reliable sources, it is considered that news is more valued 
for its conversational features because it helps to create a topic 
in a conversation, whether or not the conversation partner is a 
known human being.
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